
Additional comments
Open-Ended Response
Section 4; re travelling distances- not all are relevant to me, but maintainance of basic services at SJC (or Wolsingham) should be aim e.g blood tests, nurse services etc. Common sense approach. 
Someone once said "There are lies, damned lies and statistics" hence my unconventional response to your LAVISHLY produced questionnaire. As a resident of upper Weardale for 26 years, i have 
received care from the practice at various times and have witnessed changes of staff and organisation as well as numerous directives from central government and for the local clinical comissioning 
group. For the most part during this period i can say i have been treated promptly and with requisite care compassion and clinical expertise, often being able to have a same day appointment a the 
local surgery.- St Johns Chapel. Something for which i have always been grateful, in recent years, however things have begun to change, with increased waiting times for appointments, often not with 
ones own GP. and an expectancy to travel to Stanhope or even Wolsingham! This despite the number of GPs on non appearing to be the same and the population of the dale being largely static. One 
has begun to ask if the working hours/practices of GPs have changed so fundamentally so as to limit their availability for surgeries within the practice on a daily basis- if they are not available for such 
then what are they doing and where? They are paid, after all, to see sick people and then diagnose, prescribe and/or refer if required. Yet increasingly we see surgeries with only one Doctor in 
residence (particularly at St Johns Chapel) and maybe two- if we are lucky!! This, together with the 'fiasco' of the withdrawl of dispensing services from the upper Dale and the resultant ill feeling has 
led to an uneasiness between the practice and patients; something i feel, borders on a reduction in trust and which has been further fuelled by the low-level, but unrelenting propaganda greeting 
patients in the meeting rooms, leaving a feeling that one is wasting time and money by being there at all and wouldn't you have been better off staying at home and not troubling anyone?. When 
combined with the occasional 'high-handed' attitude one sometimes encounters from at least one of your doctors (thankfully most of my experiences have not been so) it leaves one feeling that one 
is an inconvenience and that going to see someone is something one would rather avoid however unwell one might be! So, to my response to the questionnaire, which is yet another example of 
modern 'ticky-box' methods making a pretence at communication, but which i feel realistically asks questions in a narrow and flexible way in order to gain a specification using the statistics to gain 
approval for such. So, i will attempt to answer the questions which you ask, but in a way which informs you how i really feel! I hope this is of use. Section 2: For an acute/long term illness, i would wish 
to see a G.P within 3 to 5 days at least and only a G.P, unless a specific appointment with another practitioner has been set up by my G.P! 2. Seeing the same professional regularly is important for 
obvious reasons of continuity, knowledge of patients etc, but this needs to continue to be the right to change for example if there's agreed for a second opinion or if things aren't working in the 
relationship. However, this might be threatened if you plan to continue filtering patients at a pre-appointment stage- perhaps one won't get to see a G.P in many instances, let alone ones own!! 
Section 3: 1. I would again expect to see a G.P (if i felt that i really needed the advice of a healthcare professional) within 3-5 days, however, one does not always know- a minor illness may develop 
into something completely different and may be more serious; hence the need for the G.P! 2. There are those in society (our society) who for reasons many and varied are unable/unwilling to use 
some of the services listed (elderly,vunerable, poor etc) and whilst many instances, acceptable and indeed helpful for both parties (practice and patient), it's vital that they do not hesitate to inform at 
the expense of being able to do things over the phone by speaking to another human being !! They MUST run along side the phone system and be equally valued both in terms of time allocated and 
availability, each of use. 3+4: I would not want a transport service which would then be used as a justification to close my surgery and possibly Wolsingham. St Johns Chapel is the most accessible for 
me and most other residents int he Upper Dale, providing of course we don't have an early appointment and are left outside in the cold because there is only one member if staff present and the 
doctor hasn't arrived yet!!! 5. (Not all patients need, or want, to be seen by a clinician) A highly subjective statement and contentious to boot! Personally, if i am sick i would want to be seen by a G.P 
in person for all the obvious benefits of touch, judgement of mood etc. Also, i do not wish to discuss my personal issues with someone who is clearly not trained to the same standards as a GP!! Is 
there a plan to further reduce GP contact- something which i have already highlighted in a concern letter. As GPs now wanting to pick and choose the type of appointments/patient that they wish to 
deal with, perhaps they too, have been the recipient of a questionnaire. EG. How likely/unlikely are you to want to treat the following conditions. Very unlikely............................very likely a) cold+flu b) 
Skin complaints c) Mental health issues d) auto-immune issues e) Treating holistically Section 4 1. Surely, how important a service is to an individual depends on their current needs! As such it is very 
difficult to predict. So to ask to list them in order of priority is is clearly ridiculous!! What is important now may not be in six weeks/months/a yea and something else may now be of importance. 
Surely maintaining ALL SERVICES should be the aim- however difficult that may be given the current state of play with finance etc!! I hope my extended response to your questions is of help in 
understanding how i feel about the practice and your plans. If it has appeared rather negative and ascerbic my apologies. It is not intended as such, rather simply to educate you on what is important 
and what in my view is not working. In a nutshell all patients would like to see more GP contact time more accessible, we o not wish to see further centralisation of services, in particular at the 
extreme of existing local services (Upper Dale!) We also do not particularly want to be filtered at the appointment stage, talking to all and sundry about our private issues!! To return to positivity, 
however one appreciates many of the wonderful staff who continue to work for patients benefit and i said earlier in my general experience has been of being treated with care and consideration. We 
just want to be treated as equals and not made to feel as if we are time wasters for coming to see a doctor when we are unwell. I am sure there certain issues of which i am unaware which contribute 
to the difficulty of maintaining daily services and i do appreciate that there are always pressures on the budget which make for difficult decisions. I would like to think, however that any decisions are 
primarily, made with patients welfare in mind and that financial issues are subservient to these!! After all you all look for that august body which is the NHS and which has set up in the 1940's to help 
all sick people for free and at the point of access! The clue is in the last word of the title!!- service!! Thank you for taking the time to read my ramblings which i enclose together with the survey- only 
partially filled (for obvious reasons) Yours, Upper Weardale Resident/Practice patient. Ps. The doctor/patient relationship is on a precious thing usually bonded upon trust. We are expected to trust 
our healthcare professionals, but it would be nice to think it worked the other way too. We are not against change per say, but unless you can TRUST US regard us as equals and begin to communicate 
efficiently and HONESTLY you cannot be surprised if you encounter hostility and suspicion !!!
Firstly i am very suspicious of this survey and the whole process of this type of consultation of the general public. The questions are designed to give the answers required to take actions already 
decided or preferred. This type of survey is usually carried out by the public sector organisations to compile and manipulate statistics for cuts to services which are then sold to customers by the 
authorities as necessary efficiencies required to run the service and meet targets set by government departments. Couched as "The present situation can't go on" management will trot out 
recommended actions and solutions which will meet their targets even if it means providing next to no service at all to a small proportion of the practices customers. As a resident of St Johns Chapel it 
has become increasingly obvious that it is the Weardale Practices intention to CLOSE the surgery at St Johns Chapel. It is increasingly difficult for the upper dales people to obtain appointments at St 
Johns Chapel with customers being directed to the Stanhope Surgery. This is no doubt a ploy to reduce footfall through the surgery at St Johns Chapel and justify closure on the basis that the number 
of people using the facility does not justify keeping the facility open. Already the pharmacy service from this facility has been closed using dubious reasons based on the Practices inability to fill a post 
at St Johns Chapel. On the rare occasions that i do have to visit the Weardale Practice facilities i get the impression that the clinical staff are matched in numbers by the admin/management staff. The 
receptionist service sometimes gives the impression that they are there to stop you obtaining an appointment to see a doctor rather than helping get an appointment as soon as possible. In my 
experience the number of people you see in the waiting room does not correlate with the fact that it is a system which is over worked and can only provide appointments two weeks or more ahead. 
You would expect to see more customers waiting to be seen by clinicians to try and provide a service to more of the residents, but this doesn't seem to be the case. I would like to take this 
opportunity to state that i am very much opposed to the closure of St Johns Chapel Surgery and urge the management and doctors of the practice to think again about it's possible closure and keep it 
open as it is an essential service for the people of the upper dale. I would also urge them to restructure the management of the practice so that less money is spent on admin and overheads and more 
is spent on doctors and nurses so that a better service can be provided to everyone. In my opinion there seems to be a very large and clear problem with retention of staff within the practice which 
also points to problems in the management of the practice. This should be addressed and the culture changed so that staff can be retained and provide an improvement in services for customers of 
the practice.

Very little mention on mental health provision and access to available services as a major section in this survey. Section 4.- 3 miles would really be preferable, but mire and more SJC services are now 
NOT available and upper dales folk have to travel to Stanhope. Cessation of prescription services at SJC is a real pain! The pharmacy is shut every lunch time and if working up Dale means you cannot 
get down in time to collect prescriptions. I can see that more and more people will use the delivery service putting the future of the pharmacy at risk. Section 3.- why is a bus service being offered? Is 
this an indication that SJC + Wolsingham will close? Worrying! Section 3.- Access What is the difference between a skype appointment and actually seeing a doctor in the surgery? How can a proper 
diagnosis be made? What are the advantages for the patient and what the advantages are for the doctor? Is this questionnaire loaded towards closure of SJC surgery. If a patient feels they want to see 
a doctor but are re-directed via the signpost system, can they override the decision and insist on seeing a doctor? Although reception staff are trained they are not clinicians. Are the number of GP 
hours going to be reduced? Why are the waiting times for appointments increasing as the number of GP's appears to be the same and there has been no apparent increase in patient numbers? Are 
GP's spending their time elsewhere, ie. clinics.
This form seems to assume that people should accept medical consultation with people other than a qualified G.P. In my view this is totally inappropriate. G.P training is lengthy+intensive as it needs 
to be. However much "extra training" has been given; no one is as qualified as a G.P for everyday practice
I have been a patient at this practice for several years and been very happy with the quality of care i have received. In some situations, telephone consultations/triage can be less acceptable for 
patients and more time consuming for the practice. The number of problems brought to the consultation is a different problem- is there a possibility of patients to choose the duration of there 
appointments?
2a,b,c and 5d,e: Online management of appointments, prescriptions, records etc may be an option for patients who are IT literate and who have the necessary equipment and broadband connections. 
This does not apply to everybody though and alternatives will still be needed. 3: There may be times when ill-health may prevent someone temporarily form walking or driving to the practice, even 
thought his would normally not be an issue. Local surgeries are important for easier access
please be aware that many members of the elderly generation are not skilled in computer processes
I just can't make sense of this. As with many/most questionnaires i've found this awkward to complete - often wanting to ask "it depends what you mean by..." and one question is almost unaswerable 
fully- how do i decide as a 70 year old male, which is more important to me (which is what the question asks) - smoking cessation, contraceptive coil and warfarin monitoring?? Bearing in mind that i 
am a non-smoker and don't need warfarin!
We need services at our local surgery or Weardale community hospital. I don't think there was any need to use expensive paper for this questionnaire. A waste of money!
Not enough GP appointments available
All the services are very good. I have good mobility and drive a car, however my wife has serious mobility restrictions and use all help and utilities that are available, so my needs are anything to assist 
my wife
Having to number the use of services in order of importance, i feel is unrealistic. Every patient/client feels that their condition (and due to life circumstances can well be)

This has been the 3rd paper survey i have completed. (a) very expensive paper (b) waste of resources = poorly cost effective. Money better spent in putting extra Doctor appointment. Access to 
pharmacy is now very poor. Opening times at Stanhope are not convenient- these need to be extended. Workers cannot access GP appointments easily. People using transport (public or own) cannot 
get them to suit bus times. The few telephone consultations i have had were all very poor and did not assess my needs properly or fully, and one was actually a dangerous condition. I really hope you 
take note of peoples comments
Ordering prescriptions between 2 & 4 is not easy when working and school runs, This is silly.
When i lived in Darlington, i was registered with the Clifton Road Practice. When i want to order a repeat prescription i was given 8 weeks medication. This meant i would only visit the practice 6 times 
a year, 6 transactions. In Stanhope it is for 4 weeks, being 12 times a year, 12 transactions.
The card used is costly for this exercise, paper would have been more cost effective. Thank you for all your hard work in providing services for Weardale
I think this is a wasteful way to get peoples opinions, the paper must've cost a lot. Could've helped by using double sided



It is really important to be able to see a GP that i am comfortable with within less than 5 days unless it is something that is minor. Often seeing an ECP, practice nurse or pharmacist leads to referral to 
the GP so i often feel time has been wasted.
No pharmacy at SJC makes it difficult to get prescriptions, especially for the elderly or chronically ill patients. To wait 2 weeks for a routine appt is too long especially if working and busy. More urgent 
appts are needed
Very hard to book appts if working, no follow up if on repeat prescriptions, too many repeat patients- perhaps a drop in chat room with refreshments would help!

Very little mention of mental health provision and access to available services as major section in this survey. Section 4- 3 miles would really be preferable, but more and SJC services are now not 
available and upper Dales folk have to travel to Stanhope. Cessation of prescription services at SJC is a real pain! The pharmacy is shut every lunch time and if working up the dale means you cannot 
get down in time to collect prescriptions. I can see that more and more people will use the delivery service putting the future of the pharmacy at risk. Section 3- why is a bus service being offered? Is 
this an indication that SJC & Wolsingham will close? Worrying!

I was diagnosed with a brain tumor, September 2017. For my operation i needed some check ups to clear up things before my date of operation. I called 16 days in advance, they could not offer me a 
date earlier than 21 days. Had to be on the phone for 20 mins, before i was told there was an influx of appts. This has also occurred with blood tests. It is disgusting and has added extra stress. 
Additionally now i need regular medication, but the other surgeries where closed in Weardale/Wearvalley on the same day. I called on two other days and was on hold for 50 mins so had to give up 
for work.
The above, section 4. Can understand the distance question, but not listing the importance of service, that overall are equally important when you need them! I feel that all the questions in the survey 
seem to point in the direction of G.P's being either very unhappy or slightly unhappy about seeing patients in person.
I currently travel over 10 miles to Stanhope because it is a full time surgery, but this distance is not ideal. I currently have a car, but if i didn't then there is no buses to Wolsingham or Stanhope or any 
other doctors surgeries.
Some of the above are not relevant because of my age. Also, in an ideal world, all the issues above should be less than 3 miles as we have a local surgery. Does this mean the surgery might close?? It 
sounds like it !!
Sorry about above. I don't know if any of these services are available nearer to me in Frosterley or in Bishop Auckland Hospital would be the nearest place to go. At the moment i am able to travel that 
far.
Over the years we have had a steady increase in G.P's, but the standard of care has dropped dramatically. It is ridiculous to have to wait over a week for an appointment. We should not lose local 
surgeries in rural areas at the expense of larger practices. As we still have medical needs and should not have to travel longer distances to recieve adequate medical care
As we live in a rural area, I feel the service we get is inadequate, for the amount of Doctors in the practice, the service doesn't seem to meet the needs of the patients, I am disgusted with the care in 
the dale.
When i need to see a doctor i go for Doctor that has the least appointments, it's worked for me so far
Appointment should have more time as can only do one thing at a time, also think care givers should be offered more support.
How do i know if it is a minor illness- that is why i need to see a doctor
I'm not a regular at the surgery but if i feel unwell I'd like to be sure that an appointment with an appropriate member of staff would be available within a few days. Difficulty in getting an 
appointment makes me feel anxious. Being unable to drive I am so pleased we have a local surgery in the village.
It would appear much more difficult to obtain, there often seem to be appointments available at St John's Chapel when there are none at Stanhope or Wolsingham- not good for old people. Five 
weeks is far too long to see ones usual GP about an important issue!! (Four isn't so good either!) It would be good for patient to be immediately aware of which doctors are part time.
As a nurse i do understand the constraints on appointments, but when you are ill you want to see a doctor as soon as possible
It is vital that we keep a doctor and nurse available at St John's Chapel for five half-day sessions as in the past, it must be made easier to get same day urgent appointments and it is not acceptable to 
wait more than four days for a routine or non-urgent appointment. No preference should be given to online appointment bookings. It is very inconvenient to have to order repeat prescriptions by 
phone only 2-4pm. PLEASE REVERT TO 10AM-3PM OR ANYTIME!!!
I get the impression that there are fewer doctor appointments- and many less nurse ones- at St. John's Chapel. It is VITAL that you return to five full half day sessions of both doctors and nurse 
appointments and blood tests available Mon/Wed/Fri and not only Wednesday. Having to order repeat prescriptions by phone only between 2-4pm is INCONVENIENT (not more convinient as your 
leaflet suggested) and it often takes 5-10 mins to get through, so please return to 10-3pm (why not 4pm) and stop diverting calls from St John's Chapel to Stanhope. It is this which causes delays. It 
was irresponsible and unnecessary to stop dispensing at St. John's - and untrue according to the CCG, for you to say they could not be dispensed at Stanhope Chemist and distributed from St. John's 
surgery. The triage system of having to speak to a doctor before getting an urgent appt is a waste of a doctors time, inconvenient for us and clearly NOT made it any easier to get a non-urgent appt, so 
please allow us to decide if we need a same day urgent appt. A same day appt should be available to anyone, a less urgent appt with a doctor should be available within 3 working days, not 3 weeks as 
is sometimes the case now.It is unacceptable for anyone booking on internet to get preference over anyone else.
Minor injury clinics should never have been closed. Why travel miles to hospital are waste of time. 20 years and there were many- now none.
Doctors stop dishing out painkillers for some ailments and treat the real symptoms. Listen to patient. Be nice to see a doctor without having to wait too long. Be nice to see a doctor more than once 
(same one). From beginning to end of treatment. Be nice to see a doctor not sitting on computer and taking notice of what you saying to him. Be nice to see a doctor without having to travel, 12 miles 
to st. Johns Chapel. Be nice to see a doctor without having to wait for days/weeks and not leave it up to receptionist to determine the results
I have used the Weardale practice for many years and have always been very satisfied with the treatment i and my family have received. However, I am slightly worried that the Wolsingham surgery is 
being down graded. I realize the premises are far from ideal, but it is still a very very important service for our community.
Impossible to answer no.4 as circumstances vary so much. Items ticked are ones i have used or intend to use
Provision of qualified nurses at wols. practice has been a problem of late-supply cover inadequate. Use of telephone consultations/follow up prescriptions or referral a very good idea. Overall practice 
is doing well under difficult conditions
On the whole i have no complaints with our GP practice and consider them to be a whole lot better than reports i have heard of neighbouring practices.
Section 4: 2 questions answered because we don't know
I do not like having to tell the receptionist about my illness in order for her to decide whether i get an appt with a doctor or not.
Why are there appointments available at St. Johns chapel surgery but seemingly none available in Stanhope & Wolsingham??? This "Skewing" of availability of appts would seem to suggest that there 
is an inbalance of provision. This is particulary disadvantagous for patients in the lower dale.
Living in a rural area transport is paramount for getting to see a G.P better links for someone like me would be very helpful.
A healthy visitor should visit.
Sometimes it's very hard to get an appointment as they are all booked up, next 2 week appt have not been made available, also phoning up for emergency appointment from 8 oclock you are put in a 
queue
I own my own car so easier for me but if i didn't drive could cause more of an issue
A large number of my friends are of the opinion that Wolsingham residents should be seen at Wolsingham Surgery and not having to trail up to Stanhope and even worse St Johns Chapel!! and i totally 
agree.

The time is realistic when ringing in a repeat prescription. If at work it can take up to 10 mins after waiting in a queue. Wolsingham has lately been without a doctor on some days, surely one of the 
practitioners from Stanhope can cover in order to keep the surgery open. One receptionist in Wolsingham does not work + not fair on the receptionist. She has everything to do & serve the patients & 
some are not very understanding. You advertise 1:30 opening on Fridays, but don't open the doors, until the first appointment .- how do you expect "the public" to know the time of the first 
appointment.
Wolsingham Surgery is important for less mobile & elderly patients who would find it very difficult to travel to Stanhope
Not everyone has a computer or laptop. If you are hard of hearing or have reduced sight, some of your options are difficult. Written information is better because you can take your time reading and 
understanding. Mistaken information would be costly to everyone.
I appreciate the service offered by the Weardale practice and i feel it tries hard to meet patients needs. I understand the limitations forced on the service through financial constraints, but i still want a 
GP/Nurse /HCA appointments asap
Too complicated, some not applicable.
Section 4 is too complex- it contains services irrelevant to male patients over 65 (midwife!!!) The survey does not ask a key question- how far are their patients willing to travel to see a GP- answer up 
to 3miles. The survey ignores other issues- home visits by GP's1 Access to one's family GP at evenings & weekends.
Annual tablet review should be available to everyone, especially elderly. Blood pressure readings should be available regularly The service from the practice has gone down hill rapidly over the last few 
years. It is not the receptionists job to decide if and when you need to see a doctor. If and when you get an appointment, if it is necessary, you should be seen and not clock watched to ten minutes.
I rarely visit the surgery, but when i need to go i do struggle to get an appointment within a realistic time frame
I worry more about my childrens needs so i would travel as far as needed to make sure they are okay.
Very lucky to have the service we do. Feel like e-mail consultation with GP/Nurse would be great, especially as having children, sometimes if they're ill it would be more comfortable for them to stay at 
home for advice.
Good service provided for acute illnesses using the telephone triage service and possibility of being seen by the ECP. ECP's preferable to nurse as nurses unable to prescribe medication.
Attitude from some of the girls at Stanhope, is dissapointing. Waiting times for appointments is ridiculous. Yet when walk in to either surgeries it's empty!!
I currently am not able to access things outside the home so question 15 is not easy to answer
I'm often unsure whether a GP appointment is strictly necessary. I could get advice on whether GP visit is needed (online or over the phone)



I'm pretty sure that if patients have to wait several days for an acute illness to be seen by a GP you will be causing more a&e visits. for example chest infections, ear infections which need treatment. 
Not colds or rashes.
The Weardale practice is an outstanding practice. I cannot say enough good things about the quality of care my family and i have received over the years. From GP's, nurses,ECP's,Midwifes,Health 
Visitors, all have been wonderful. Thank you for working so hard to meet the variety of needs of my family and in the wider community. Thank you for the opportunity to fill out this questionnaire. 
Best wishes in developing new ways to work ad delivery of services for our community.
Where i have rang to get a G.P appointments for my child i have always been given one on the same day. This is really important- knowing that if my child is ill i can get them into see a doctor quickly 
is hugely reassuring as a parent in this practice area
Generally very good staff and service at all the practices in Weardale and usually very helpful- Thank you.
The telephone service has improved telling you where you are in line 1. text reminder system good to alert people 2. Too many posters all over the GP service, difficult for people to see from all 
seating 3. Seating not always good for people with disability, push chairs etc... 4. Reception staff work really hard to find appointments in the dale.
While appreciating that the practice has to be run as efficiently as possible I do feel that in a drive to be increasingly 'efficient' they are losing sight of the fact that their 'end users' ie. patients and their 
carers, are all individuals who may not find it easy to fit the black and white business model favoured by the management especially if they are already struggling to cope with day to day living and 
could easily drop off the radar. It is usually the ones making the least noise need the most help.
I cannot believe that the demand has changed so radically in what seems like a few years so an appointment is between 1 and 2 weeks when it was 1 to 3 days. Absolutely shocking considering GP pay
Over all Stanhope provides a good service.
Very satisfied with the service I receive at this practice. Doctors prepared to take time to listen to patients and react accordingly.
I rely on public transport
None
More evening appointments would be good?
Some the information provided will not be that accurate due to the accuracy of the questions and the individual filling out the questionnaire. Waiting time for appointments would be heavily 
influenced by reason wanting an appointment and the perspective of the patient and what they feel is an emergency or not. I do sympathise with you.
Never been to surgery other than to register over 2 years ago
No idea what a health visitor does, many adoptions of service N/A
Because Stanhope is difficult to access, more appointments at Wolsingham are necessary.
The bedside attitude of some doctors leaves a lot to be desired. Not much respect shown to patients during consultations in my experience!!!
Section 2- I and perhaps others are unclear on the differences between urgent healthcare/acute illness/long-term. These descriptions are subjective. Section 4- Difficult to comment on conditions not 
currently affecting you. 'willing to travel' is not the same as 'happy to travel' We have no choice if seriously ill.
With ever decreasing budgets and an aging population the NHS and our local medical practitioners do a fantastic job in difficult times and I thank you for that. It is time for the government to 
recognise that the NHS is a organisation to be valued and proud of. Money should be invested in our medical practitioners so that they can do their jobs to keep our nation well. Keep up the great 
work you do.

This is a very prescriptive and time wasting questionnaire. What was the brief I wonder? No doubt to weight the questions in order to rig the responses. Some questions do not offer a wide enough 
range of answers and interestingly no room for a comment. How much did this cost? High quality paper used on one side with 13 meaningless questions . What were the criteria for the "Key Facts" 
which are a meaningless list of random and VERY misleading so called "facts"? The number of unanswered questions is a statement as to how flawed this questionnaire actually is. The answers to 
many of the questions are dependent on multiple factors and do not have a either/or straightforward answer. Whosoever compiled this should be retrained. The Practice obviously set out to conduct 
a meaningless paper exercise to enable it to come up with working practices which suit the GP partners but can be presented as the results of a tinpot survey. A great deal of the "55 pence per patient 
per day" was squandered on this high quality paper exercise. A pity that our GP service does not match the top drawer quality paper!!
It is a great pity services are being moved from local surgeries in an area where the bus service is poor. There should always be a doctor and nurse available in all surgeries during opening times. Also 
people should be able to phone at any time for any reason including ordering medication. It would seem that a plan is afoot to close the upper dale surgery which would be catastrophic.
Finding it more difficult to obtain appointments at Wolsingham, which i prefer due to work commitments. If i have to go to Stanhope- transport can be issue & i need to get time off work.
I have found it extremely difficult to get an appt with my GP, if urgent appt is needed- transport service is not there. If practice arranged transport home visits might be fewer an there could be a 
reduction in failed appointments
All of the above should be available at the surgery or perhaps with the Weardale community hospital? and the transport.
Phoning the surgery is a 'nightmare'! It causes stress when it is answered by a 'voice' that puts you on 'hold'. If this is a device that puts patients off from seeking help it is working !!
The present answering message is very frustrating when wanting to be connected to the receptionist. We expect that receptionists are appropriately trained and do not need to be frustrated by a 
monotonous message adding to the cost of the call.
Surgery answer phone message is irritating. Receptionists are expected to be appropriately trained. Repeat calls to surgery in respect of an event become costly. Message lasts 1 1/2 miles. Standard of 
care provided in the main is excellent.
There is a lot of dissatisfaction among patients long waits to get get appointments. Unable to phone Wolsingham Surgery direct. A neighbour who needs to have his ears syringed tells me he has an 
appt 4 weeks ahead- the earliest a nurse is available who can do it, shocking! The personal touch seems to have gone out of this practice.
Willing to travel but with own transport, would not be happy or able if relying on transport or public transport as public transport not available when don't live in village but 2 miles out and none 
passes door. Although we need services, feel that should listen to patient more and not send emergency ambulances.
The times of the day when these services are available is more important than distance travelled
I find the staff are always present and try to help get you an appointment. I think St. Johns Chapel are lucky to have a surgery and their behavior over the pharmacy closure! The doctors and nurses are 
always helpful.
Section 4 is impossible to to answer really as they are all vital services to be available for some of the members of our community some of the time. Also distance travel depends on 1) availability of 
own car 2) ability to drive in present condition (broken ankle?) 3) With a bus once every hour and a walk to the bus stop- none of the distances! Home visits? would this stop the increase in emergency 
ambulances up and down the dale?
These questions are set up to give the answers you want
This survey needs a bit more thought. More 'not applicable' options. I'd never need to see a midwife but am still being asked how far I'd travel. This skews your results.
Sorry i find it difficult to fill forms in so hope this is okay.
I'm very supportive of moving to make more use of non-face-to-face appointments- electronic, phone etc. It's useful having trained receptionists who know exactly who you need to see or talk to, and 
can advise when you really need to take up GP's time. I recently had immunisation for travelling abroad. There was no charge but i'd have been happy to pay as it was non-essential
whilst mobile i don't mind travelling for quicker appointment. If i was not mobile then i would have answered differently.
I would like the pharmacy to be in SJC as it is very bad to park + pick up prescriptions at Stanhope. I can't walk from the Dale Centre car park to the chemist.
A lot of the answers are not relevant to the questions, probably to get the answers you want and not the answers you should have.
Not sure how to answer q14 many of these services would never be accessed by a 61 year old male eg midwifery
Web based consultation could ease some of the pressure and reduce the travelling.
Survey could be improved so that none applicable responses could be flagged
Online services and Digital by Default are not the answer for Health. People need to be see, like actually with eyes of a human being Skype isn't great for business it would be rubbish for consultations, 
poor pixel depth? Poor internet connection? No Skype account? Tough... I get there isn't a 'family' doctor anymore but this is really really annoying you spend half your life re-explainging concerns do 
another new person who promises it will be different this time. You then never see them again or records are not updated. I have been put down as primary contact for my elderly parents several 
times with them present to agree yet pretty much every time there is no record of it. I was told by a Nurse Practitioner I could have a Home Visit any time for my mum. I requested one and Doctor 
Rowley said we should go up this is not good enough
I think the drain on the practice are over users who are used to coming for one thing or another every week - over users should have to pay more and so it might encourage them to only go when it's 
serious
As one gets older sometimes and living alone just a quick chat on phone or on line to discuss wether symptoms are serious or not would save a lot of worry and making pointless appointments.
We live in upper Weardale and the GP practice in St. Johns chapel is vital to us- without it we would have to travel 12 miles to see a GP. The loss of pharmacy provision was a great blow to us.
Delays in getting appointments both for doctors and practice nurses. I need an injection every two months, but cannot book ahead, only able to access repeat prescriptions 2-4pm. Lived in the dale for 
more than 10 years- then the service offered was very good. Sadly not so any more-lack of staff (?) and poor communication.
1 ailment for appointment not good. Other ailments can develop if long wait to see G.P in the mean time.
This is a very good practice, never had any problems with appointments or speaking to a doctor/nurse over the telephone, in fact you have on a few occasions gone above and beyond what would 
normally be expected by a surgery and i thank you for that. I have sisters who live in a town and we get from you a few letter service when they do.
When your ill it's difficult to get a speedy appointment with a doctor and lately it's impossible. This year I have had to visit A & E three times as I couldn't get an appointment with the weardale 
practise!



The differentiation between your 'emergency' appointments (same day) and non-'emergency' appointments is not clear. If it is an emergency i would go to A&E- if i am ill and want to see a doctor i 
want to be seen as soon as possible- i find it uncomfortable to justify the level of urgency my illness is. I would appreciate it if when attending an appointment i am able to discuss a second issue that 
may be concerning me if i need to without it being an issue.
The survey asks questions which are not relevant to all but one assumes you are catering for many different age groups, health history and welfare.

The distance is not the issue the quality of the service is. This along with a totally disjointed approach to health in the dale will come back to bite you. Online services are fine for the generation who 
hop online all the time but some don't can't or won't. It will end up as a justification to reduce hours of the chemist, surgery etc before eventually closing them. People will then have to travel further 
for simple things. You remove these services you will kill the villages they support. In many ways they are the heart of a community. I recently took my elderly mother to Stanhope as she was quite 
confused due to CPOD and possible infection. We were sent away with a promise of bloods 'tomorrow' why not today? she has a history chest infections and hospital admissions, I was concerned this 
would happen again (she had just been in a few weeks earlier). Sure enough by monday she was in Durham with various infections and very nearly died. This keeps happening I keep being told you 
understand my frustrations.. but trust me you don't. I would happily name people I think don't give a damn or are just too busy.
I am unsure how to answer this question
Biggest issue is the long wait for an appointment never had to wait as long to see a doctor at any practice I’ve been with previously
Section 4 ambiguous, Certain services i use and could anticipate using. Say some i will never use hence 11 could never seeking.
Provision made for chiropody treatment in this area
None
Depending upon health today , items are not necessary, however the older you get, health needs alter, therefore the needs alter. To safeguard services, have one stop shops, and delivery services at a 
local level

I would really value being able to book appointments in advance, eg. when you see the GP and he asks you to return in say 4 weeks you can never book the appointment, as the rotas aren't done for 
appointments! This can be very frustrating, gives rise to inconsistency in seeing the same doctor, increases the admin phone-call handling burden on the practice and offer results in more weeks going 
by between appointments than was originally intended.which reduces clinical quality. Very disappointed that the physio service contract has been removed from Suzy & Claire. I'm sure the service will 
be of poorer quality as a result
All the above should be used at Stanhope, Chapel and Wolsingham. Not between 3-10 miles
This questionnaire is for both of us as my wide did not receive a form to fill in. At section 3 "access" A minor illness if not seen to within 3 days could turn in to a major illness
Very happy with services provided
a wait of 3 weeks to see my gp was NOT good.when i Need to see him -i need to see him not to be told to call a ambulance--
Service could be improved by waiting times.
The system for ordering Perscriptions at present is ridiculous only being able to ring between 2-4pm . I forget and end up worrying over getting prescription.
The survey doesn't quite fit but what I wish to confirm is that I am willing to travel to get treatment for ailments, however a local GP surgery within the community is necessary and still required for 
those who cannot travel long distances easily
Services in the upperdale are getting less and less. Not everyone is able to drive, and public transport is scarce. It is also a long way to be travelling to the next nearest doctors when you are unwell. 
More services and appointments available in the upperdale (st johns chapel surgery) will benefit a lot of people, especially the elderly and people with disabilities.
Time to first appointment is critical, but for minor issues seeing someone who can help quickly is better than having to wait so long your condition has improved on it's own (when maybe some 
medicine would have eased the condition)
I'm not sure if it is still allowed but i totally disagree with people block booking appointments. Also, I feel that there should be a "no show" blacklist so if someone no shows for three appointments, 
then they should pay a fine before they are allowed to make further appointments.
Obviously when answering any of these questions your perspective changes with changing age and health !
I struggle with walking/mobility and would like to be able to ring up and be able to get an appointment in Wolsingham instead of having to trail all the way to Stanhope.

So many of these questions really need an "it depends" answer, sorry! At the moment, for example I don't think I would use a transport service, but I can imagine a time when I might be very glad of it, 
and would then be happy to pay a fee. Similarly, how long it's reasonable to wait for an appointment depends on whether people are working, etc. Is there a place for an open session at least once a 
week? Maybe outside the surgeries, in village halls e.g. Many things could be dealt with at once, and where more specialised facilities are needed, a further appointment could be given. Your 
reception staff are lovely, very helpful and not intrusive - possibly they could help to advise on appropriate routes - though obviously this can be quite a can of worms.
Biggest issue is that cannot see a doctor when actually unwell or if a working person. Currently in A&E with a stomach issue that should be with a GP but impossible to have an emergency 
appointment- so has to drive all the way to Durham. Dialled 111 who called an ambulance - how terrible. I refused. I am extremely busy and work very long days but can never get an appointment at 
weekends. If NHS exists to help the UK keep working, how is this working in practice?
Most of these questions do not apply to me yet!
Overall I am very supportive of the local NHS provision, however I have noticed a decline in service of late. My main complaint has to be the lack of information and feedback from the surgery when 
having undergone tests. On one occasion I had to see a nurse practitioner out of hours with a urinary infection but there was no follow up, the same when I went for my recent MOT!
You are doing great
I think it is essential to have access to a doctor/ nurse within 24hours if you feel really ill, if only by phone. Talking to someone with medical knowledge, can help. Not a receptionist with no medical 
knowledge, who cannot give advice or reassurance.
Currently I don't feel the practice is patient centred. Losing the pharmacy at St. John's Chapel is having a big effect on the local community with many people dreading the winter because of it. Not 
helpful! It often feel like a battle to get an appointment to see a doctor. Last time I needed to see a doctor I had to travel 18 miles to an urgent care centre because it was during a weekend. I had no 
transport. Urgent care should be more accessible and out here where we need it.
There are currently not enough online GP appointments. Question nine assumes that you - the patient - knows what is a minor illness. A long wait to be seen for something "minor" might mean a 
major illness is missed by the professionals
I hope something can be done quickly as the service provided has gone rapidly downhill in the last few years
As a very infrequent user of the NHS i found it hard to derive any relevance from some of these topics. Thankfully!
Wolsingham surgery needs to be open the same as Stanhope. Bus travel to Stanhope can be difficult together with the walk to the health Centre up the bank., can be difficult with pushchair or the 
elderly
Focus on clinical care. Replace highly paid staff with nurses, pharmacist, GP's. The practice does not need a managing partner, Practice manager and business manager. This is quite out of proportion. 
We need to be able to see clinical staff at a local surgery with no more than 5 days.
Since moving to Weardale in 2000 I registered with the practice and from then until now (2018) i am pleased with the professionalism and care i have received. Thank you.
N/A
N/A
I am highly satisfied with the service i am getting providing the surgery at St John's Chapel remain open and the bus services still operating to get to Stanhope. The doctors and nurses are good and the 
practice is very well run by the staff.
Keep up the good practice
Excellent service provided in the practice.
Section 1 . Question 2; i would like to see the same clinician if it was about the same problem. If it's a different problem, i don't mind seeing a different clinician. Section 4 - 10 miles does not get you 
far in Weardale! Physiotherapy- Very Important- so important that we pay for private treatment, rather than wait for NHS. Delay makes a problem worse. Rapid treatment is effective but suspect NHS 
cannot afford all the physio patients need.
Podiatory clinic appointments too long ( e.g 12 weeks) Need to be about 8 weeks at most.
As we get older closer appointments are important because of mobility.
Because of a long term and lasting problem- (septicaemia after an operation at bishop- which has left me with difficulties) I need to have access to the Weardale Practice much more than i used to. I 
have found especially in the last 8/9 years that the service i have had has been good. - caring/thoughtful/helpful with good advice. During a long term stay at the community hospital (2009/2010) I was 
treated excellently. The only difficulty is being able to access the GP's who know my circumstances within a shorter period than 10 days.
Most of these don't apply.
Working days- Presumably you mean Monday-Friday, I think it is time the NHS as a whole and this practice acknowledged that a weekend is needed. For people who are outside the Dale Monday-
Friday appt may not be feasible - we need people to move out of the Dale.
Last visit to Stanhope Practice and follow up care very after minor surgery very good
When visiting Stanhope Health Centre, All Doctors in practice are named on door, where are they places daily? Then when you do go in, it's only 1 doctor on duty. I think it's a shame ECP are having to 
attend to us, but without them we wouldn't be seen at all! (A god send for people out of Stanhope) I can't blame receptionists as they are only following orders from above.Gone are the days when 
you can be seen the same day. Go back to old days when no appointments were needed, you just sat and waited your turn. Some practices still adhere to this procedure and it works.
Not an internet user so therefore anything online is of no use. St John's chapel surgery needs to be kept open as it is vital to the upper dale. Why can you only supply blood samples on a Wednesday at 
St John's chapel? Disabled access is poor at St Johns Chapel and even worse at Wolsingham.



Not being able to see the same person (doctor or nurse) each time without a phenomenal wait is very distressing. I have I have something which 3 different doctors have diagnosed as 3 different 
things???
Section 4 is badly designed - not all services will be relevant
At the ask of 7, i will never need contraception or a midwife. (have never smoked so haven't filled in a distance for these) Very satisfied with service from both Stanhope and St Johns. Staff always 
pleasant and helpful.
Have always found both doctors and staff very efficient. Especially The St John's Chapel Surgery very friendly. I have no problems with the care I receive from the practice.
None
Excellent practice but needs to ensure access for emergencies is available and use out of hours for those who work
Form could be better designed and explained. Need to distinguish between male & female respondents. The idea of the form is a good idea. Providing transport is helpful even though i do not need 
access to it, but i did drive for the system until it moved county wide and became bureavcraticall inflexible
Good luck with pharmacy! (semi-retired GP)
Wrong questions lead to wrong answers
It is hard to guestimate how far I'd travel to access services I currently don't use
i've put up to ten mile as Stanhope in the next surgery from St John and should anything happen to St Johns (hope not). I think a round trip of 20 miles would be acceptable on a journey to have to 
make
More available appointments in Wolsingham would be an asset
Should have included n/a options for 14 and 15
More appointments should be avabile for patients to see there own GP as that’s the person who knows the most about you
Making an Appointment has become ridiculous. The time it takes for the phone to be answered and the lack of appointment within a 3 day wait.
Distance not important. If problem acute appointment needed ASAP
Some options listed would not apply to myself also my current answers could differ due to changing circumstances
I think this survey is ambiguous and the wording used confusing, I had to help an older relative understand the questions and then helped to fill it in.
I have a car so transport is not an issue to me. However for those without transport (and the questionnaire does not ask this question) The answers will be much different. Also, section 4 is relative to 
only my needs as for instance, use of a midwife or smoking cessation are not my priorities, but distance is important especially in rural communities such as this (and especially with regard to mid wife 
services)
The current practice in Wolsingham does not fulfil the needs of patients there needs to be more surgery times and more doctors. I am very unhappy with this practice.
All of the above service are at our local H/C it covers a big area and should remain in the dales.
Poor survey
N/A
Just moved to Wolsingham- system is efficient
Pharmacy delivery service for patients who find it difficult to collect prescriptions would be appreciated
Disabled access at St John's (doors) is bad. Would try to attend more if this was rectified. More services need to be available to the upper dale in it's own vicinity. Disabled especially vulnerable
It is always a nightmare trying to get an appointment with the Stanhope practice and then this new system where the doctor calls you back is degrading and humiliating like you are not believed, and 
you end up having to explain yourself to others three or four times. As a working person there are not enough evening or weekend appointments available, got a better more efficient service going to 
out of hours at Bishop after calling 111 as couldn't get an appointment for two weeks in Stanhope
Luckily not a regular user of the services but find it difficult to get suitable appointments when needed. Early morning, more evenings or weekend surgeries would be helpful. On line booking in 
advance or telephone interviews for non-urgent "re-assurance" also helpful. Would also be nice to have some continuity of care with a regular doctor but not essential.
The appointment reminder texts are excellent. Generally pleased with service I have received during my recent illness.

I recently broke my ankle. On the first working day after I broke it I simply turned up at Stanhope at 0800 and was seen by a nurse practitioner inside half an hour. However I had to go to Bishop for 
XRay and to Darlington (or Durham) for cast. I thought the Darlington Fracture Clinic was GOOD and did not waste my time; but I cd not drive and the patient transport took AT LEAST two hours each 
journey (four hours for the return trip). On my last visit I had a private taxi to reach the hospital and was refused patient transport for the return journey. For goodness sake get serious about patient 
transport! If services are going to be at a distance people should not have to drive themselves!
I have found receiving appointments in Stanhope or for scans during my ongoing illness very difficult as i have been unable to drive and had to rely on friends, one had to come from Sunderland when 
i had an early appointment at James Cook. They had to stay overnight as my appointment was 09;20am
Access & all are important- all are difficult in rural area away from town- if a) poor weather b) no transport c)unexpected problems
I think a question about charging for DNA's may be useful. think its time this was trialed, do GP's, nurses etc inform patients when they could have accessed other professionals or services during the 
consultation with a GP or nurse? Prescription reviews issued by secondary services why waste a GP appointment to review these?
Prefer to see doctor regarding health, like to be kept informed of all blood results. Prefer only one appointment to cover blood tests and BP as various visits costing more fuel as 6 miles to nearest 
surgery there and back.
More use should be made of wols/st Johns Chapel surgeries with better staffing and equipment- less dependence on Stanhope Health Centre because of the access by car/bus or on foot
Could go private for urgent consultations/treatment
I find it difficult that i can only see a GP for 1 thing in my ten minute appointment. I would like to know what health checks i need (for example). I haven't had a cholesterol check in years.
I have only had one appointment and that was with possibly one of the nurses
Need more available appointments for Wolsingham as not always able to get to stanhope.
Car park is very often full when there are few patients in the surgery. Appointments need to be more accessible.
i am disappointed that sometimes we are asked to go to different areas for treatments etc instead of our local surgery.
Services- most do not apply to me.
It would be wonderful if Wolsingham Surgery could be enlarged (IE) buying rundown premises next door and creating consulting room son ground floor also the addition of more staff will solve a lot of 
problems.
Section 3 Question 2: not comfortable with e-mail or computers. Section 3 Question 4: I prefer to drive myself, if i can't my wife and daughter drive. Thank you.
Very worried about healthcare! Need to see Doctors! Responsibilities pushed to other staff, which costs more money to run! Please reinstate our wonderful service at all practices as it used to be! 
Highly trained staff are not doctors!
The answers are based on current mobility, general health + transport availability
Appointments vary, as does the waiting times. When patients overrun into your appointment time. okay if not in pain or uncomfortable as we know how the number of doctors has decreased (G.P's 
that is in my experience) resulting in A&E over worked.
If the surgery was bigger and more GP's were available available there wouldn't be people waiting for 2 weeks for appointments if they couldn't travel.
Very important to have close personal medical services
I have omitted answers to questions which are irrelevant to me.
Generally happy with practice as is but welcome changes that allow faster service ie. telephone / alternative health practitioners available. Would be unhappy to lose the personal touch that comes 
from knowing / using same GP.
I don’t like the current triage system when ringing for an urgent appointment
None
Would not like to lose face to face appointments all together

We have not got access to our G.P's in reasonable length of time, any longer this is a risk to life. We used to be able to be seen in the same day or the next (a good service). Plus the G.P call out. My 
daughter would not be alive on todays system, and neither would I. Minutes can make a difference in something acute!! Only being able to talk about 1 thing in an appointment is silly when these may 
be linked symptoms of the same thing the DR is missing info now. Again risk to life. You have to wait another 2 weeks to tell 1 more symptom then another 2 weeks for the rest. Do I think these forms 
will make a difference?- NO! It is a tick box exercise!
I find the service at the Weardale clinic very helpful, & staff are very good Thank you.
Only because I drive and own a car
Question 1 is very difficult to understand and answer
It is most important to keep local G.P services for the benefit of the whole community



1) Have problems at this practice for repeat prescriptions due to access (time slot) 2) Extremely difficult accessing appointment & impossible to do so without causing stress 3) Length of time for 
telephone to be answered 4) Customer care seems to be at the bottom of the staff list 5) Radical updating of G.P services are required in this day & age. Services are getting poorer rather than 
improving. Sometimes not fit for purpose.
Waiting over a week to see a doctor is not acceptable. (when you work Monday to Friday) Sometimes I have to phone many times as the phone is not picked up.
Define minor illness- Can't wait 10 days for UTI! Can't see how this survey is helpful to future development of Health services & the language used is confusing. Plus very glossy expensive paper!
To long a time to get to see a doctor
Important for patients to be kept informed about the reasons for delays etc in accessing services.
As one gets older it becomes more difficult to travel very far for treatment. There seems to be a shortage of practice nurses and twice no appointment was available at all and a GP had to be consulted 
which seemed to be poor organisation of resources
Services should be made available within our community we could hold clinic's once a month at the community hospital.
My family & I are currently in good health & rarely use the gp surgery, this may change though & my answers reflect that. I appreciate everything the nhs has ever done/will ever do for my family!
The time it takes to get an appointment is too long.. If your resources are stretched then go should take a slight reduction in delay and employ more docs.
What an awful questionnaire, asked for an answer to a lot of irrelevant questions -
Local surgery services have not been available lately and this impacts on the community greatly many people have felt let down by our doctors - we used to be proud of the way our doctors cared 
about their patients but we have all noticed that this is no longer the case
Practice does best in face of a collapsing nhs service. Care provided appreciated.
the practice is now run for the staff and not the patients
Am happy with the service available
I have clicked numerous times but some do not register or don't stay registered. May be a fault with the data capture programme?
At the moment I am well so difficult to judge how important some of the answers should be
Disappointed at what's happening at St John's and concerned it may be closed before long. Also, the apparent change in procedure where it seems one has to have physio (possibly going as far Bishop, 
for those that can't drive/don't have cars) before any scans are prescribed and wasting X-rays which aren't going to show anything in soft tissue cases. Since moving here 6 years ago we feel the 
surgery standards have certainly not got any better ...
Make more appointments available by being stricter with DNAs!! Warning letters first, Waring of removal 2nd. Be proffesional 80+ per month lost appointments is 79 too many. Lose the silly 
answering machine your staff are NOT agents & waiting 8 mins for a reply is too expensive.Happy to expand as required
I’ve been with practice over 25 years and think the service is excellent, only criticism is lack of urgent appointments now and when looking online for GP appointment none are available
The importance of CHD or Warfarin might differ if I had a problem
Improve communication between front line staff i.e. receptionists and medical staff Often time is wasted having to repeat information
I had to complete some of the sections twice before I got an "OK" or "NEXT" button.
The practice wastes appt time by not listening to patient when booking by phone eg having to make 3 nurse appt when one would have do e. I knew my ear needing syringing and I had already taken 
action to soften eR wax. Receptionist followed script rather than listening to me and also made error in booking appt with nurse who was not cert to syringe my ear.
This survey is far from clear in some areas. Survey monkey is free but totally unrefined on its analysis.
It’s difficult to answer some of thes questions as it may be different for a Minor injury or exacerbation of a long term condition. I have assumed all Appointments would be routine.
Services have already been closed here. Now have to travel at least a 16 mile round trip to get an occasional prescription as luckily I don’t need repeat ones. Not acceptable as I live on my own and 
have NO ONE to do it for me.
It’s not so much the mileage but transport and costing for people in rural areas ...
This is a difficult part of the form because the boxes moves around and the menu obscures the categories
Value all of the surgeries within the Dale especially see the need for Saint John's surgery due to the outreach area and age of the Upper Dale population. Need more nurse appointments in the Upper 
Dale area.
Most of the services in the previous questions aren't really relevant for me at the present time.
Found the last question confusing as lots not applicable to myself but answered as though I needed them.
Thank you for organising this survey. It is important that patients are consulted about the future of local health services.

Although I fully accept that by choosing to live in the upper dale I will often need to travel further to access some health services however as an asthma patient it does concern me that in the future if 
we no longer have the option to visit a surgery in St John’s Chapel then this could lead to more serious health issues for patients in the upper dale. The main concern for me would be accessing help 
further afield in adverse weather conditions particularly during the winter months, a time when as an asthma sufferer I am more likely to need to visit the doctor. Being able to walk to the surgery, 
especially during the winter months is reassuring.
It was difficult to order Qu 14 as some not relevant at all to me now due to my age e.g. midwife, contraception etc. -and I wasn't sure if you were asking about my needs specifically or my views 
generally about the importance to me of services. I find the service at Weardale Practice usually excellent regarding myself or my family - the main issue is difficulty accessing timely appointments 
when acutely ill, and/or trying to fit appointments around work as I don't work in the area, -
I travel 10 miles plus to go for shopping!
As a infrequent user of the service when i do need the surgery the service is excellent
Everything is over 10 miles for us
Keep it up you’re doing great
I personally think the GP's of Wolsingham & Stanhope do a fantastic job. I fully appreciate the stress they must be working under and Im grateful for what they all do for our community.
A health visitor is of no use if I have to travel to him or her. As a man I don't need a coil. I am fortunately in good health so travelling for an appointment does not present a difficulty but if I had a 
serious condition my opinion would be very different.
Appreciate how stretched the practise is, but getting appointments for people who work full time outside of wolsingham can be frustrating to the point that you give up trying.
I want to be able to see a medical professional when I am unwell not some time in the future when I am worse or recovered!
N/A
I would like more appointments out of working hours, I often put off coming when I really should because of work.
You have some great reception staff. Experienced difficulty in accessing gp in timely fashion.
I don't need all of these services. I would travel if I had to
All this is irrelevant...as you can’t get an appointment especially if you have a job.
I personally don't use the services I haven't marked a score for.
It's a joke how difficult it is to get an appointment and to have the GP listen to issues rather than saying "if (blank) persists come back in four weeks"
Transport is a major issue. Not every one has a car
Have always had exceptional service up to now at Stanhope health centre - they do their very best to squeeze you in
It's difficult to get appointment and often need to travel from Hamsterley to Stanhope which is too far.
Difficult to put some of those services in accurate order as some are irrelevant at the moment.
Na
Need to sort out the repeat prescription system People who work cannot phone in that time slot. Need to be able to reorder easier.
I think the staff are great & as a mum I have found the care for kids is great. I do think the telephone allocation service is a bit of a waste of services as on every occasion I have had to use it i have 
ended up going in soon after for an appointment to get the child checked out
Thank you for the amazing service you provide for your patients.
It wd be helpful if Wolsingham was open for 5 full days. Waiting for an appt for 10 days is not good.
Services in Weardale are limited and hard to use for the elderly within the area due to travel being limited. Hospitals are suffering because local services aren’t offering what is needed to the local 
residents
RE section 4 11- I am not a smoker 10- I am past child bearing age
This site is not working correctly so lots of information given is incorrect



I don’t like to have to go to the Doctors unless I really have to so to ring up and then be told there are no appointments is frustrating. My husband and I live in weardale and both work full time close 
to Durham so surgery hours are not very accommodating for us. I received a text about a smokin clinic and although I am not a smoker I was disappointed to see that it was being held in the middle of 
the day which would make it very difficult for working people to attend. The last time I had to visit the surgery the GP was delayed by 40 minutes - I feel this is unacceptable. I think weardale practices 
could learn a lot from some of the more forward thinking surgeries around!!
Am an occasional visitor to the practice but have been twice this week and received excellent medical attention in triage in both cases. Thank you.
Most of these don't apply
The service at Weardale Practice is now abysmal. They seem to be only interested in money and nothing else. What do they all do all day? Never anyone in the waiting rooms if you are fortunate 
enough to get an appt and yet they claim to be busy. Too many managers interested in "business" to the exclusion of the service that we pay for through our taxes. Vote of no confidence in the entire 
shambles needed desperately.
You have not asked me what I think of the Weardale Practice. Basically, we pay for a "service" through NI. Weardale Practice focus is very much on running a "business" - moreover a business that 
appears to want to avoid it's customers. If GPs only work 1/2 days a week, there is little wonder that they cannot fit everything in. Please do not lose sight of the fact that patients actually pay your 
wages and stop patronising us. Get rid of the "business managers, etc" and start doing the job that we pay you to do. And stop telling us a whole pack of lies.
If driving to appointments is ok, then a few stairs to climb should be acceptable, but i would prefer a ground floor appointment.
Having the same GP is absolutely essential but very difficult. It is now very difficult/impossible to see the GP for more than one condition
I would like the Wolsingham surgery to be open more. Thank you
I think a car or a bus scheme is definitely needed for patients to access the surgeries.
Seems difficult to arrange appointments with specific doctors,even in advance because diaries aren't available. Also appointment out of working hours (9-5) are difficult to book resulting in work 
absence.
Any concerns i have regarding my health are answered very quickly either via appointment or over the phone.
i have always received positive care for me and my children. I don't have any concerns or complaints. I would like to thank all at the Weardale Practice for everything that has been done for my family. 
Thank you!
Counselling service is also very important to me.
As with living 6 miles to the closest practice and 23 miles to our hospital we aren't in too good a position for anything closer so our Stanhope practice is a great place if possible for treatments, but no 
have to travel so closest hospital that deals with medical problem that needs the treatment.
Very complex survey, i doubt most older people would understand some of the scoring schemes.
Traveling with children, or time taken to travel whilst children are left with a baby sitter needs to be strongly considered. Other appointments need to be easy accessed.
Overall very happy with service i receive.

Completed one questionnaire but missed this section. Wanted to raise the issue of problems with caring for elderly relative with Dementia. The Practice claims to be Dementia friendly but makes it 
very difficult for those of us who are trying to care for someone with Dementia. The times when we can ring to order repeat prescriptions have been reduced twice over the past couple of years, and 
this means that as I work full time I struggle to do this as I am often unable to ring during the time slot that we are 'allowed'!! There have also been several occasions where I have had to take time 
away from work to ring up to order tablets for my Mother-in-law and then my partner has made a 20mile round trip to the chemist only to find that the order has not been put through properly and 
he has had to wait whilst the poor pharmacist has to sort out for the script to be sent down. This is basic care and it's not really acceptable service, given that you have taken away the prescription 
service from St John's Chapel. Quite frankly it feels like the Practice is being run for the benefit of staff and not for patients, and the once glowing reputation of the Practice has never been worse.
"out of hours" is a term applied to doctors. However patient needs may occur at any time in 24 hours, and access to medical advice should be available immediately (as is banking shopping etc) - e.g. 
via skype.
Currently I feel that you are shutting down the Wolsingham Practice and this questionnaire is proof of that,
Please dont close the surgery at Chapel. It is very important to the people at the top of the dale. I have noticed in the last few years that to get an appointment instead of a couple of days it now takes 
much longer.
Please don't close Chapel surgery
Some time you will get in at Wolsingham if you can get an appt
The distance question ie 3,5,10 or over 10 As most services living in a village location are either 3 or 15+ miles away is standard
I am very happy with the attention we get at St John's Chapel Surgery and hope it is to continue
More appointments needed have to wait too long for appointment and if you have to go back regularly ie 6 weeks cannot book appointment that far ahead
All the above, apart from CHD, could be done in house.
no appointments available although no patients sitting in the waiting rooms
Appointments tend to be at Stanhope which isn’t great considering the wolsingham practice is over the road. However I have never had a problem getting an appointment
Most of these questions don’t apply to me, yet!
Stanhope Health Service is Fantastic- aware in terms of appt's that it is overstretched
Positive experiences with surgery. Only downside is it can be difficult to get through to reception on phone.
Need extra time with GP and not have to make 2 or more appointments when you already in seeing GP if you have more than 1 ailment especially when first ailment maybe sorted in couple minutes! 
Should be later appointment slots especially if people are working
Very good surgery.
I feel that messages attached to requests for repeat prescriptions are not always acted upon immediately and can be "overlooked" perhaps the system should be examined and 
perhaps impr.oved.
Find it difficult to get appt within a day. Evening + weekend appts would be useful.
Don't use Surgery much but quite happy with services provided.
At the moment, people having to wait too long for appt. Not happy with telephone queueing or answer phone. Don't like receptionist asking what the problem is.
Don't like telephone service- recorded message and being in a queue. It's like calling a utility company. Car park always full, but nobody in the waiting room. Who is using car park?
Think the time to ring up for prescriptions is too short. Could have a dedicated line for them. Or more staff. When you ring 555 the message is too long. I realise you are trying to get patients to book 
online but older people don't always have access to a computer or laptop or mobile
As an OCD patient when I was diagnosed I feel like I was just handed medication was given no other support, advice, or guidance. It has taken me a year to stand up and ask for help. Luckily I was in 
the right frame of mind to ask for help!
Wrong questions had too many answers!
Good luck with planning! (semi-retired GP)


